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The involvement of animals in research procedures that can harm them and to which they are deemed unable to consent raises fundamental ethical dilemmas. While current ethical review processes emphasize the application of the 3Rs (Replacement, Reduction, and Refinement), grounded in a human-centered utilitarian ethical approach, a comprehensive ethical review also involves a harm-benefit analysis and the consideration of wider ethical issues. Nevertheless, to our knowledge, approaches are still needed to facilitate the integrative assessment and iterative revision of research designs to improve their ethical value or to identify cases in which using animals is irremediably unethical. Additionally, frameworks are lacking that explicitly include an animal-centered perspective into the ethical review process beyond welfare concerns, failing to cover broader ethical considerations (such as consent). In previous work we proposed an Animal-Centered Research framework (ACRF) comprising four animal-centered research principles (relevance, impartiality, welfare and consent) which could help researchers and ethical review bodies apprise research designs from an animal-centered perspective. This paper builds on and further develops our previous work by contextualizing the ACRF within the bigger picture of animal research ethical review and by illustrating how the ACRF could be operationalized within current ethical review processes. We contribute an extended framework that integrates the application of the ACRF principles within the ethical review process. To this end, we present findings from a theoretical case study focusing on the ethical review of a research protocol on the study of stress response in pigs. We discuss how our extended framework could be easily applied to facilitate a holistic approach to the ethical review process, and inform an iterative process of refinement, to support the development of research designs that are both more ethical and scientifically valid.
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1 Introduction

The involvement of animals in research procedures that can harm them and to which they are deemed unable to consent raises fundamental ethical dilemmas. The framework of the 3Rs (Replacement, Reduction and Refinement), proposed over 60 years ago (1), addresses these dilemmas, and its principles are widely regarded as the gold standard for humane animal research, and the best compromise between animal welfare and research aims. However, the 3Rs framework is based on the assumption that animals are essentially instruments in a research apparatus (albeit needing protection), and is grounded in a human-centered utilitarian ethical approach, implying that the use of animals in research is legitimate when it is intended to achieve a greater good for society (2). This is in contrast with frameworks regulating the involvement of humans in research, which protect participants’ autonomy and wellbeing, and require their just treatment (3). Additionally, within the framework of the 3Rs, consent to carry out a procedure is usually not given by the animals involved, but provided by human actors. The most common actors consenting to the use of animals are institutional ethical review bodies who authorize (or forbid) research protocols, although in some cases owners are also required to provide consent for their animals (e.g., when pets are involved). Usually, these actors are deemed capable of understanding the wider implications of animals’ involvement in experimental procedures and have the legal authority to decide whether their involvement is warranted.

Mancini and Nannoni (4) point out how, despite sensibly contributing to reducing the number of unnecessary procedures carried out on animals and achieving an overall improvement in research practices, over the years various limitations of the 3Rs framework have emerged. For instance, “Replacement” states that, whenever possible, animal use in research should be replaced with alternative methods, or more complex species should be replaced with species deemed less sentient. This approach is based on the assumption that animals are substitutable components of an experimental set-up and that being involved in research is always detrimental to them, without acknowledging that in some cases it might be beneficial for individual animals to be involved as stakeholders able of expressing their (and their species’) interests in research outcomes (5). Moreover, replacement of more complex species with less complex ones may result in the use of more individual animals (6), thus contravening the principle of “Reduction”. This requires researchers to limit the number of animals involved in trials to the minimum necessary for statistical significance, although reducing numbers may mean that fewer animals are subjected to more severe or multiple procedures (causing greater harm to the individuals involved), in turn contravening the principle of “Refinement”. This requires that research procedures be designed and adapted to minimize any negative impact (pain, suffering or distress) on the animals involved, benefitting both animals and science. Refinement might include a very broad set of strategies, with differing effectiveness for improving animal welfare (or for limiting negative impacts on welfare). However, to our knowledge, no standardized approaches on how to plan for or report on refinements are available to support researchers and ethical review bodies in this regard. Where available, refinement guidelines (e.g., (7, 8)) only focus on welfare harms, with no consideration for broader ethical harms (e.g., subjecting animals to any procedures without their consent, regardless of whether these may have any welfare impacts).

To address these limitations, Mancini and Nannoni (4) proposed an Animal-Centered Research framework (ACRF) comprising four animal-centered research principles: relevance (of the research to the individuals involved in procedures, or at least to the species—provided that the individual suffers no harm), impartiality (of treatment regardless of categorizations such as species), welfare (including physical and psychological wellbeing) and consent (to be provided both by the individual animals involved and their guardians). Through illustrative examples based on published research, the authors discuss how their proposed principles could help assess the extent to which research protocols might conform with an animal-centered ethics, helping to identify cases in which refinements or alternative methods might be needed.

These principles were derived from the field of Animal-Computer Interaction (5, 9), whose aims include the study and design of animal-centered technology and animal-centered research methods to enhance animals’ welfare, increase their autonomy, support their activities and improve their standing in human society. The field’s animal-centered perspective is grounded in both ethical and scientific considerations, whereby technologies designed to be consistent with animals’ characteristics, usability and experience requirements are more likely to be effective (e.g., biotelemetry devices designed to optimize wearability produce lower welfare impact and provide greater data reliability—Paci et al. (9); computing interfaces with which animals are expected to interact to complete given tasks need to be consistent with their sensory, cognitive, physical and behavioral characteristics—Ruge et al. (10)). Similarly, Mancini and Nannoni (4) argued that research designs which take an animal-centered perspective are more likely to deliver scientifically valid results and, thus, greater societal benefits. However, the authors did not address the issue of how their animal-centered framework could be operationalized and integrated within the ethical review process that researchers are required to undertake prior to conducting any research involving animals.

The work presented here builds on and further develops the previous work of Mancini and Nannoni (4) by contextualizing the ACRF within the bigger picture of animal research ethical review and by illustrating how their ACRF could be operationalized within current ethical review processes. This paper contributes an extended framework that integrates the application of the ACRF principles within the ethical review process to facilitate a more holistic approach, and inform an iterative process of refinement, to support the development of research designs that are both more ethical and scientifically valid. To this end, the remainder of the paper discusses different aspects of the ethical review process and related limitations. The paper then summarizes the ACRF and its four constituting principles, including the scoring system previously proposed by Mancini and Nannoni (4) to assess research procedures from an animal-centered perspective. To demonstrate the application of the framework, its integration within the ethical review process, and how this could inform refinements to research plans, the paper presents findings from a theoretical case study focusing on the ethical review of a research protocol on the study of stress response in pigs. We discuss how, by facilitating a more integrative approach to the ethical review process and informing an iterative process of refinement, the framework could provide a simple approach to assessing the ethical value of research procedures from an animal-centered perspective and lead to the development of research designs...
that are both more ethical and scientifically valid. We conclude by outlining plans for future work, involving the empirical validation of our proposed approach by researchers and ethical review bodies when preparing and assessing a range of research proposals.

2 Background

2.1 The ethical review of animal research

As highlighted by the UK’s Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (RSPCA), a comprehensive ethical review is not limited to the application of the 3Rs, but involves consideration of the following aspects (11):

- **Harm-benefit analysis**—this involves considering the potential benefits of a research project against the expected harms to animals, and is at the basis of ethical frameworks underpinning regulations on animal experiments in the European Union and part of the decision-making process by individual researchers and other bodies involved (e.g., competent authorities, ethics or animal care and use committees).

- **Three Rs implementation**—this includes Replacement (as the main objective), Reduction (optimizing numbers and avoiding wasting animals by ensuring effective experimental design and statistical analysis), and Refinement for immediate benefit to a large number of animals, such benefit pertains to three main areas: (1) refining housing, husbandry and procedures to reduce lifetime harms to laboratory animals; (2) promoting effective welfare assessment of laboratory animals, including pain, suffering and distress, as well as positive welfare; (3) tackling severe suffering with the support of regulators and the scientific community.

- **Wider ethical issues**—this entails determining what, all things considered, should be done following wider ethical discussions, not only among individual research groups on issues directly relating to specific project licenses, but also among the wider scientific community on broader issues relating to the appropriateness of animal research.

Along similar lines, DeGrazia and Beauchamp (12) encourage researchers and other stakeholders to look “beyond the 3R’s” when developing research plans. The authors propose that the 3Rs framework should be implemented by balancing 3 principles of social benefit (i.e., that no alternative method to the use of animals exists, that the expected net benefit of the research to society is significant, and that the value of the research is sufficient to justify any harm to the animals involved) against 3 principles of animal welfare (i.e., that no unnecessary harm should be caused, that the basic needs of the animals involved should be respected, that upper limits to what is admissible harm should be set).

In other words, an ethical approach to the involvement of animals in research requires consideration of a wide range of issues, respectively concerning the design of procedures and their welfare impacts, the balance between harms to animals and benefits to society, and the very ethical legitimacy, or otherwise, of using animals for research purposes. These aspects are clearly interlinked. For example, the legitimacy of using animals in research is open to question precisely because procedures may harm them without their consent and because the individuals being used usually suffer the harms without enjoying the benefits. Nevertheless, to our knowledge, frameworks are still lacking to explicitly integrate the different aspects of the ethical review process and to facilitate the integrative assessment and iterative revision of research designs to improve their ethical value (or to identify cases in which using animals is irremediably unethical, and the development and deployment of alternative methods should be prioritized).

Importantly, to our knowledge, frameworks are also lacking to integrate the animals’ perspective in the ethical review process beyond welfare concerns to include broader ethical considerations (such as consent). An approach that reflected the interconnection among the different aspects of the ethical review process and that accounted for the animals’ perspective in relation to those aspects, we suggest, would help researchers and review bodies take the holistic approach that has been advocated to addressing the complexities surrounding one of the most controversial aspects of human-animal relationships.

2.2 The ethical review process and some ethical limitations

Debates on the legitimacy of animal research leverage both moral and scientific arguments. On the one hand, those against may argue that using animals for human purposes in procedures that harm them and to which they have not consented is not morally acceptable; or that the use of animals as models for biological processes they are expected to substitute for does not yield reproducible results and thus is not scientifically reliable. On the other hand, those in favor may argue that the harm inflicted upon animals in procedures is necessary to achieve important societal benefits, including reducing human and other animals’ suffering; or that in many cases the use of animals is the only way to obtain scientifically reliable data. These debates take place within dynamic socio-cultural contexts and, as societal sensibilities evolve, the moral and scientific values reflected in the policies that regulate the use of animals in research also change. Overall, mounting evidence on the complexity of animals’ experience has been strengthening the moral argument against animal research, leading to stronger protections for some species (e.g., cephalopods) or to the prohibition of using animals for some tests (e.g., cosmetics). At the same time, the increasing availability of alternative methods has been weakening the scientific argument in favor of animal experimentation in some cases, leading to the recommendation that such alternative methods should be used wherever possible. Nevertheless, in many cases, the use of animals in research is still deemed necessary by some scientists and by regulators, for fundamental (e.g., physiology), translational (e.g., use of animal models of disease) and applied (e.g., vaccine development) research, and for meeting regulatory requirements (e.g., toxicology tests).

However, as highlighted by UK’s Animal Procedure Committee (7), despite philosophical divergences on the relation between humans and other animals, there is consensus that the use of animals in scientific procedures is a matter of moral significance and that such use is only morally defensible under specific circumstances provided strong scientific grounds. In particular, according to the APC, “procedures that inflict injury on animals for reasons other than for their own good require robust defense” with regards to “the rights and wrongs of the actions involved; the worth, or otherwise, of the motivations; and
the actual and/or potential consequences” (p. 9). In other words, the nature and extent of procedures’ impact on the animals involved (e.g., mild temporary discomfort vs. severe prolonged suffering) need to be carefully weighed against the potential benefits of the research. However, demonstrating that the benefits of using animals in research outweigh the harms is notoriously challenging, as acknowledged by policy advisory working groups such as the American Association for Laboratory Animal Science-Federation of European Laboratory Animal Science Association (AALAS-FELASA) (13). This is because in much animal research (e.g., medical research, regulatory tests), the harms inflicted upon animals are both certain and immediate, while the benefits to society are uncertain and may only come to fruition in the long term (especially in the case of fundamental research).

There is also consensus that determination of the harm-benefit balance is ultimately a judgment call based largely on probability and qualitative analysis of a wide range of variables (14). In this regard, when assessing potential harms, researchers and ethical review bodies are asked to consider project related harms (those specific to the procedures), contingent harms (including husbandry, care practices, transportation) and cumulative effects (resulting from the accumulation of all the effects produced by both procedures and husbandry) to assess how a procedure may affect animals in practice (8). Researchers are also expected to assess the actual harms of a procedure once this has been completed and when the full extent of its impact has become apparent. Procedures are classified according to their severity: non-recovery (if undertaken entirely under anaesthetic from which the animal is not allowed to recover), mild (if producing a modest, temporary impact), moderate (if producing a modest prolonged impact or a more significant but temporary impact), severe (if producing significant and lasting impact).

To help researchers and ethical review bodies discriminate severity levels based on the consistent application of meaningful criteria, various frameworks have been proposed over the years [e.g., (15, 16)]. One such framework was proposed by Mellor and Reid (17), and later revised by Mellor (18), who adapted the principles of the Five Freedoms previously developed by the Farm Animal Welfare Council (19) and widely used in a variety of contexts in which managed animals are kept. The principles state that, for good welfare to be present, animals should be free from hunger or thirst (having ready access to fresh water and a diet to maintain full health and vigor), from discomfort (having an appropriate environment including shelter and a comfortable resting area), from pain, injury or disease (through prevention or rapid diagnosis and treatment); they should be free to express (most) normal behavior (having sufficient space, proper facilities and the company of the animal’s own kind), and from fear and distress (being provided with conditions and treatment which avoid mental suffering). These principles have been extensively used in the assessment of potential harms of research procedures and have also informed practical tools to facilitate the weighing of harms against benefits [e.g., (13)], providing benchmarks against which to refine procedures to reduce related harms.

Notwithstanding their established usefulness, these tools reflect some key assumptions implicit in the way in which the harm-benefit analysis of proposed animal research is generally approached. Firstly, there seems to be an assumption that harms to the animals only pertain to welfare variables (e.g., to what extent an animal might suffer hunger, discomfort, restriction, fear). Of course, the extent to which a procedure is expected to impact on an animal’s welfare is a key ethical consideration. However, there is no explicit criterion to reflect the possibility that the extent to which an animal might or might not be allowed to consent or dissent to a procedure might be part of the harm-benefit equation. The issue is not simply whether an animal might be physically forced or trained to voluntarily undergo a procedure (although the latter option is certainly more consensual), but more fundamentally the extent to which they are enabled to exert their agency effectively to advance their own best interests above and beyond the immediate effect on welfare variables (although it is widely acknowledged that the ability to exert agency contributes to good welfare) (20, 21).

Secondly, there seems to be an assumption that being involved in research can never have benefits for the individual animals in question, which places animals’ interests on one side and societal interests on the other side of the harm-benefit equation, pitting one against the other by default. However, it may be more accurate to explicitly acknowledge that the positioning of animals’ interests across the harm-benefit divide depends on whether the research is relevant to the individuals involved. It could be argued that taking part in research that directly benefits them significantly limits the potential harms to the animals involved. In this regard, at least in principle, if an initially harmful research design could be refined to a point at which the research became beneficial for the animals involved, animals’ and society’s interests could find themselves onto the same side of the harm-benefit equation, which could significantly increase the ethical acceptability of the research.

Thirdly, there is a systemic assumption that treatment standards (in terms of both permissible experimental practices and acceptable husbandry practices) for animal research subjects do not need to be as high as they need to be for human research subjects. Indeed, if they had to be, animals would, for example, need to be allowed to withdraw from any procedure at any time and some procedures could simply not be carried out to begin with. However, although certain procedures may be regarded as necessary to achieve the desired benefits, we argue that their ethical review should assess how the treatment standards envisaged for animal research subjects might compare to those that would normally be afforded to human research subjects. Regardless of whether such standards could in practice be afforded to animals, they would provide a benchmark against which the ethics of a procedure could be assessed and related refinements could be measured.

In other words, while animal welfare considerations are of critical importance for the ethical review of proposed animal research and the related harm-benefit assessment, we argue that other aspects should also be considered, which are likely to affect the welfare of the animals involved but, from an ethical perspective, are important regardless. These might be regarded as ethical harms or benefits and include the issues of consent, relevance and impartiality, in addition to the issue of welfare, as envisaged by the ACRf (4). In this paper we demonstrate how an ethical review process integrating the application of the ACRf principles could facilitate a holistic ethical appraisal of proposed (or executed) animal research designs and could be leveraged to inform their refinement in order to support the development of research protocols and practices that treat animals as research participants rather than mere experimental subjects, and to promote research that is more animal-centered, on both ethical and scientific grounds.

2.3 From humane animal research to animal-centered research

Within some fields of applied research, such as Interaction Design (22), which focuses on the design of interactive systems, the
involvement of (human) participants is deemed fundamental to establish the requirements that interactive products need to satisfy based on stakeholders’ characteristics, activities, environments and expectations. Stakeholders (particularly target users) are therefore central to the design and development process, which is structured as an iterative prototyping and evaluation cycle (23). Each iteration leads to a more comprehensive articulation of design requirements and to the refinement of the design solution whose aim is to meet those requirements. This perspective has recently been extended to the study and design of interactive systems targeted to nonhuman animals, within the field of Animal-Computer Interaction (ACI) (5). The ethical approach of ACI recognizes the centrality of animals’ capabilities for the design of interactive systems and the importance of animals’ dignified participation in research to ensure the effectiveness of said systems, thus regarding the animals involved as legitimate stakeholders within the research process (5). This approach has informed a range of applications in different domains, including, for example: the design of dog-friendly interfaces enabling mobility assistance dogs to operate domestic appliances on behalf of their assisted humans [e.g., (24)]; the design of wearable biotelemetry devices for wild animals to minimize the impact of the technology on animal wearers [e.g., (9)]; the design of digital enrichment devices for captive animals [e.g., (25)]; apparatuses for behavioral or cognitive research on animals [e.g., (26)]. ACI’s ethical approach has also informed the development of animal-centered design frameworks, such as the one proposed by Webber, Cobb, and Coe (27) to define animal-centric objectives and refine them through the course of a project, combining the “Five Domains of Animal Welfare” model (Nutrition, Environment, Physical Health, and Behavioral interactions, affecting together the final domain, Mental State) (28) and the “Coe Individual Competence” model (offering animals opportunities entailing Choice, Control, Variety, and Complexity, which all contribute to the development of Competence) (29). At least to some extent, these frameworks are relevant to any application context in which technologies targeted to animals are developed, including for example the field of precision livestock farming, where the importance of designing technology to improve animal welfare and productivity has been recognized [e.g., (30, 31)].

Generally speaking, ACI’s perspective departs from a utilitarian, anthropocentric approach to research, whose aim is humaneness, whereby procedures are carried out only after a harm-benefit analysis has confirmed the societal importance of the research and with care to minimizing animal suffering, but whereby the achievement of research results is nevertheless prioritized. Instead, as mentioned above, ACI takes an animal-centered approach, whose aim is enabling animals to participate in the design process as legitimate stakeholders and contributors, whereby relevance to partakers, impartial treatment of partakers, partakers’ welfare prioritization and partakers’ consent constitute important principles for animals’ involvement in research (5). Mancini and Nannoni’s (4) ACRI constitutes a development of these ACI research ethics principles for application to other kinds of animal research, with a view to fostering better research practices while prioritizing (individual) research participants’ autonomy and welfare.

2.4 Principle of the animal-centered research framework

The ACRI’s principles (4) can be summarized as follows:

• **Relevance**: This implies that animals should be involved in any research procedures only if said procedures are directly relevant and beneficial to them. Thus, when conducting a harm-benefit analysis, a separation between stakeholders, whereby those who suffer the negative consequences of a procedure are not those who stand to gain its expected benefit, should be avoided whenever possible. Of course, depending on the situation, relevance and its related benefits should be considered, not only in terms of the individual animal involved in a specific research trial but also, for example, in terms of the category or species to which the animal belongs (provided, as mentioned above, that the individuals involved do not suffer harms). One example of this might be the design of trials aimed at improving the welfare of farmed animals (e.g., dairy cows) by testing different farming conditions (e.g., “high welfare” vs. “low welfare” settings) or different health and welfare monitoring devices. In this case, the research would be relevant for the species, besides being potentially beneficial to a large number of other dairy cows, including some of the individuals involved in the trials, should the techniques under test be found to be successful.

• **Impartiality**: This means that animal-centered research should afford protection to all partakers as a consequence of their role in the research and not of their characteristics (e.g., species, sentience) or societal practices (e.g., food vs. companion animals). In other words, researchers should try to avoid any bias due to taxonomic classifications, societal considerations and human-centered preferences (e.g., dogs vs. pigs in Western cultures); instead, they should endeavor to acknowledge and respect the individual characteristics of those who partake in research procedures regardless of their species. The authors argue that treating partakers as individuals equally deserving of consideration and care according to their welfare needs (see also the principle below) would yield benefits both from an ethical and from a scientific point of view, avoiding any underestimation of the participants’ abilities and sensibilities; and, consequently, any possible methodological bias which could threaten the validity of research findings. For example, research that aims to investigate and compare the cognitive capacities of different animal species needs to treat all animals involved equitably, and employ species-specific methods and tools which respect their characteristics and, thus, allow them to express their potential.

• **Welfare**: According to this principle, when carrying out any harm-benefit analysis and considering the potential impact of a procedure, the focus should be on the individual animals’ (or their species’) best interests, and these interests should prevail over the interests of science and society. In other words, to support animal-centered research, partakers’ welfare should be prioritized at all times. In this regard, researchers should consider the animals’ biological integrity (i.e., their physical and psychological health) and autonomy (i.e., their ability to express and pursue their wants) without disrupting their daily life patterns and routines, instead granting the greatest possible degree of freedom of expression and control over both the

---

1. The word “partakers” aims to emphasize animals’ subjectivity and agency in the research process, and to signal a shift in perspective away from regarding them as research instruments.
research environment and the research process, and respecting the animals' needs and wants. An example of practice clearly in contrast with this principle would be, for example, housing social species (such as rats or mice) in individual cages or in barren environments to prevent them from interacting, or withdrawing food for a prolonged period of time before blood collection.

- **Consent:** This principle requires that individuals' informed consent always be garnered, comprising two complementary and both necessary forms: mediated consent from legal guardians and welfare experts (or ethical review bodies) in the animals' best interests, and contingent consent from the animals themselves, as expressed by their willingness to engage and chosen modalities of engagement. This principle might indeed be the one generating more discussion. Akin to ethical approaches to research involving human subjects, partakers in animal research should be afforded sufficient control to allow them to make relevant choices, including the choice not to engage or to decide the pace and modality of their engagement with a research process, at any time. Possible means to achieve this might be: allowing as much time as possible for the animals to assess the situation (e.g., in an unfamiliar environment); planning for alternative forms of engagement and allowing animals to make choices (e.g., different interactions with experimental equipment or different reward mechanisms); allowing animals to effectively withdraw or withhold engagement (e.g., by providing escape routes, hiding places or comfortable rest areas, as appropriate). Examples of procedures consistent with this principle might be provided by research that involves dog training for sensitive tasks (e.g., dogs employed in the detection of human diseases); for the training to be effective, dogs need to be allowed to set the pace of work and sessions are immediately interrupted when they stop engaging in the proposed activity or show signs of stress, boredom or tiredness.

Evidently, there is interrelation and, thus, a degree of overlap among the concepts of relevance, impartiality, welfare and consent (e.g., as impartiality and consent increase, animal welfare is likely to increase as well; as relevance increases, consent and welfare are also likely to increase). However, each concept emphasizes a distinct ethical concern (as discussed in section 2.2), thus accounting for the potential impacts of the research on animals from different angles, which are not usually considered by commonly used animal welfare assessment schemes. For example, the concept of impartiality accounts for the possibility that some of the partakers' needs might not have been scientifically demonstrated yet but might nevertheless still warrant consideration (e.g., might insect larvae be sentient and able to experience pain?). For another example, the concept of consent emphasizes partakers' agency and the importance of considering whether and how they might be allowed to withdraw from the experimental procedures. Also, although there might be cases in which an animal's ability to dissent would be detrimental to their welfare (e.g., if they were allowed to refuse medication that would alleviate their symptoms, thus negatively affecting their wellbeing), the psychological impact of overriding the animal's dissent would be part of the "welfare equation." In other words, the ACRf principles are at the same time interrelated and complementary, bringing into focus distinct ethical concerns and their interactions.

A summary of the principles and their main characteristics is shown in Table 1.

Together with the four ACRf principles, Mancini and Nannoni (4) propose a system for scoring procedures against each of the principles on a 1-to-5 (from very low to very high) scale, to help assess the extent to which the design of a research procedure might be consistent with an animal-centered perspective. The authors illustrate the possible application of their scoring system on different examples of published research, as a starting point from which to further articulate the framework's applicability. The work presented here builds on and advances the authors' previous work, aiming to demonstrate how the ACRf might be operationalized and integrated within a comprehensive ethical review process. To this end, the following sections describe how the ACRf scoring system can be used as a method to assess the design of a research procedure and as a tool to facilitate an iterative process of refinement within a new ethical review flow. This is subsequently demonstrated through a theoretical case study of a research trial on pigs' response to stress.

### 3 Methods

#### 3.1 Scoring of experimental protocols according to the ACRf

The ACRf scoring system is shown in Table 2, where an example experimental procedure for each score is provided. However, the table provides only an overall reference scheme based on a very general, broad definition of each intended animal use. For this reason, the scoring system presented here should be used by the relevant stakeholders exclusively to familiarize themselves with the framework. A full framework application will instead necessarily need to be based on a considerably more detailed description of the experimental procedures to be carried out and on the refinement strategies to be adopted. That said, the following provides indicative criteria for using the scoring system:

For **Relevance**, procedure scores vary from a minimum level (1) where the procedure does not have relevance or bring benefits to the partakers, even in the future or indirectly (e.g., regulatory studies testing a drug intended for human use on rodents) to a maximum level (5) for procedures that are directly relevant and beneficial to the individuals taking part in the research (e.g., testing a drug to reduce the symptoms of a spontaneously occurring disease, which could improve partakers' conditions). Intermediate scores can be used for research expected to be relevant and/or provide benefits only to some of the participants (e.g., only participants receiving a specific drug) of for research whose benefits to the individuals involved might be indirect or only come to fruition in the long term (e.g., testing little known drugs or drugs primarily intended for other species).

For **Impartiality**, the highest score would be given to procedures that give greatest consideration and provide the highest possible standard of care to participants regardless of their species, affording not only freedom from discomfort and pain but also freedom to express individual physical, behavioral and emotional needs. Progressively lower scores would be given to procedures that give lower consideration and provide less comprehensive and less than
optimal standards of care if the species in question is deemed to have lower moral standing. The minimum score would be given to those procedures for which a very low standard of care is adopted because animals are deemed incapable of experiencing discomfort or pain, or are not the subject of societal concern, and are thus attributed lower moral standing (this could be the example of insects, larvae or some invertebrate species used for research).

For Welfare, the score would increase the more partakers’ welfare is taken into consideration and the experimental trial is adapted to their individual and species-specific needs, up to a maximum score (5) for cases in which the welfare of the partakers is even improved by their participation in research. This could be, for example, the case when, by being involved in a study, participants acquire new capabilities that enabled them to enrich their cognitive experience; or when, during a study, animals are kept under conditions that are ameliorative compared to the husbandry conditions habitually experienced by animals for their same category (e.g., food vs. companion pigs) and species (e.g., a laboratory pig taking part in their individual and species-specific needs, up to a maximum score (5) for cases in which the welfare of the partakers is even improved by their participation in research. This could be, for example, the case when, by being involved in a study, participants acquire new capabilities that enabled them to enrich their cognitive experience; or when, during a study, animals are kept under conditions that are ameliorative compared to the husbandry conditions habitually experienced by animals for their same category (e.g., food vs. companion pigs) and species (e.g., a laboratory pig taking part in...
### TABLE 2  Scoring system method and classification examples according to the animal-centered research framework.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Relevance</th>
<th>Impartiality</th>
<th>Welfare</th>
<th>Consent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Procedure is relevant for partakers</td>
<td>Individuals receive highest consideration regardless of their capacities</td>
<td>Procedure enhances partakers’ welfare</td>
<td>Partakers are enabled to choose whether and how to engage with procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>e.g., Using a drug to reduce participants’ existing disease symptoms</em></td>
<td>Partakers already suffer from a spontaneously occurring disease and the trial is set to benefit them individually and directly</td>
<td>Partakers receive a high standard of care, they are allowed to freely express and meet their physical, behavioral and emotional needs at any time</td>
<td>Experimental setting improves the living conditions of partakers compared to standard living and housing conditions (e.g., providing housing with no height differences, stairs or slopes for animals with impaired mobility)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Partakers are allowed to choose between different medicated or unmedicated foods and their spontaneous response is recorded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Procedure is relevant for partakers but benefits may not be direct or immediate</td>
<td>Individuals receive high consideration but not as much as others with more capacities would</td>
<td>Procedure does not impact negatively on partakers’ welfare</td>
<td>Partakers are mostly able to choose whether and how to engage with procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>e.g., Testing several painkiller drugs to identify the most effective one</em></td>
<td>Partakers suffering from a painful condition may or may not benefit from the trial depending on which painkiller they receive, but findings are set to benefit the species and all partakers in future</td>
<td>Partakers receive a good standard of care, they are allowed to freely express and meet their physical, behavioral and emotional needs at any time</td>
<td>Animals receive a standard level of housing and care, their welfare is not affected by experimental procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Some procedures/sessions are scheduled to assess painkillers’ effect (including animal manipulation and samples collection) but partakers can decide when to stop them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Procedure has some relevance for partakers but benefits are only indirect and only in future</td>
<td>Individuals receive some consideration but notably less than more capable ones would</td>
<td>Procedure has minor negative impact on partakers’ welfare</td>
<td>Partakers have limited ability to choose whether and how to engage with procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>e.g., Testing promising experimental drugs in vivo for the first time (effects on the species are not entirely known)</em></td>
<td>Partakers may be harmed during the trial, and they and their species may never benefit from the research findings</td>
<td>The standard of care is poor, some aspects are lacking (e.g., enrichment, social contact) because they are thought to be irrelevant for the species</td>
<td>Partakers experience minor discomfort of short duration due to the procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Partakers are trained to sit or to stand still for a blood drawing because they will receive a treat afterwards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Procedure has little relevance for partakers and benefits are only indirect and only in future</td>
<td>Individuals receive significantly less consideration than more capable ones would</td>
<td>Procedure has significant negative impact on partakers’ welfare</td>
<td>Partakers are mostly not allowed to dissent or withdraw from procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>e.g., Testing a drug intended for another species but which may be used in the future also in the partaking species</em></td>
<td>Partakers are unlikely to benefit from the research findings but are likely to suffer harms during the trial, even though their species might benefit in future</td>
<td>The standard of care is low but animals are checked for signs of poor welfare</td>
<td>Partakers are likely to experience moderate discomfort or pain during the procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The procedure (e.g., blood drawing) is carried out unless the animal shows signs of distress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Procedure has no relevance whatsoever and no benefits for partakers even indirectly or in future</td>
<td>Individuals receive very little or no consideration compared to more capable ones</td>
<td>Procedure has severe negative impact on partakers’ welfare</td>
<td>Partakers are not allowed to dissent or withdraw from procedure in any way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>e.g., Testing the toxicity of a drug for human use</em></td>
<td>Partakers are knowingly harmed during the trial and will never benefit from the research findings</td>
<td>A minimal standard of care is adopted because animals are deemed incapable of experiencing discomfort or pain</td>
<td>Partakers are likely to experience severe and prolonged discomfort or pain during the procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Partakers are restrained and the procedure is carried out as programmed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
behavioral research compared to a commercially housed pig intended for food production), provided that the favorable conditions persist once the research has concluded. The lowest score on the scale (1) would be obtained by those studies where partakers' welfare is severely compromised by their involvement.

Similarly, for Consent the minimum score would be attributed to procedures to which partakers are not enabled to express (or withdraw) their consent (e.g., being restrained and subjected to a drug administration or a blood withdrawal); whereas the highest score will be given to those research procedures where partakers can freely choose whether, how and for how long to participate (e.g., dog training sessions that enable partakers to engage as they prefer and that are immediately interrupted if they show signs of disengagement).

3.2 The ACRf as a refinement tool

The scoring method described above could be used to foster increasing attention toward wider ethical concerns to help researchers and delegated authorities assess the extent to which research procedures align with these principles and determine when being involved in research is in an animal's best interests, when a procedure could be adjusted to increase its ethical standard or when the use of non-animal methods is more urgently advisable. The exercise of applying the framework to a prospective research procedure could stimulate reflection on possible alternative research designs aiming to refine not only the procedures to be carried out using animals, but also the ethical review process as a whole.

Generally speaking, refinements can be classified as science-driven (they facilitate getting high-quality results) or welfare-driven (they are put in place to minimize or alleviate animal suffering) (32). As mentioned earlier, refinements can cover a wide range of aspects, for example: using improved methodology in invasive techniques, adopting less invasive experimental protocols, administering anesthetic instead of analgesic drugs, reducing the number of samples to be taken from the animals, guaranteeing adequate housing and husbandry to satisfy the animals' physiological, psychological and ethological needs, ensuring proper expertise and training of staff dedicated to experimental or husbandry activities, etc. However, to the best of our knowledge, no standardized approach is available to organically assist ethical review bodies in assessing whether the range of possible adaptations that could be made to research protocols under the umbrella of “refinement” is, or is not, adequate. This is in contrast with what happens for the other two Rs, where a more structured approach is generally applied. The principle of “replacement” is clearly defined, and its implementation can be assessed by the fact that, whenever possible, in vivo techniques previously used, or potentially usable, for a given procedure are discounted in favor of in vitro or in silico methods; or that species previously used, or potentially usable, for a given procedure are substituted with species deemed to be less likely to suffer related harms due to their biological characteristics and related capacities. Similarly, the principle of “reduction” is clearly defined and its implementation can be verified based on whether the number of animals used is the minimum required to obtain statistically sound experimental results.

In contrast, assessing the implementation of “refinement” is less straightforward because, as mentioned, refinement strategies often imply the adoption of multiple interventions covering several aspects [e.g., (33)]. This variety can be hardly assessed by considering each intervention separately and requires instead a more comprehensive/transversal approach. More fundamentally, as discussed, available refinement guidelines only focus on welfare harms [e.g., (7, 8)] with no consideration for broader ethical harms. In this regard, the ACRf could be used as an integrative tool within the current ethical review practices, in particular to systematically assess the refinement of research protocols pertaining to its four principles.

Ideally, the assessment of refinements would be outcome-based (i.e., based on the expected effects of the refined research protocol on the subjects involved) rather than design-based (i.e., based on the list of proposed modifications in the design of the research), in order to evaluate whether the efforts made to refine an experimental procedure can be deemed sufficient or whether further work is needed to achieve a desirable refinement outcome (34). However, the ACRf could serve as a tool to refine research designs and assess any refinements before these are implemented and before the resulting outcomes are evaluated.

Thus, we propose a new flow for the ethical review process where, as shown in Figure 1, when carrying out the assessment of a research protocol based on the 3Rs framework, the ACRf could be used as a complementary method to evaluate in a more systematic way whether a research protocol needs to be refined or whether it should be altogether reconsidered. For each of its constituting principles (Relevance, Impartiality, Welfare and Consent), the ACRf would require an evaluation of the research protocol in question on a 1-to-5 scale (where 1 = “the protocol raises serious ethical concerns” and 5 = “ethical concerns are minimal or have been properly addressed”). Based on this evaluation, a threshold could be established below which a protocol should be reconsidered. For the sake of argument, we propose that, if the research protocol scores at the very least 70% against the ACRf (= at least 14 points out of 20), the research protocol in question could be regarded as sufficiently refined to allow the project to undergo the rest of the ethical review. On the contrary, should the protocol score below the minimum threshold, its reconsideration would be necessary, primarily in terms of replacement and reduction if the ethical concerns raised are serious, and secondarily in terms of additional refinements. This approach would emphasize and facilitate the iterativity that, to a limited extent, already characterizes the ethical review process, by making subsequent adaptations and refinements a central, traceable part of the process to be carried out by means of a back-and-forth discussion between the researchers proposing the protocol and the ethical review body responsible for assessing it.

As shown in Figure 1, wider ethical considerations (regarding the appropriateness of using animals in research) and harm-benefit analysis (whether expected harms are warranted in view of expected benefits) are pre-requisites to the proposed application of the ACRf and are to be preliminarily assessed in the research design phase. However, opportunities for refinements identified during the application of the ACRf may result in significant changes in the experimental design. In turn, this might lead to a re-assessment of the harm-benefit balance (e.g., if refinements had eliminated or reduced previously expected harms) and, consequently, of wider ethical consideration (e.g., if animals were granted impartial treatment and the opportunity to consent to research beneficial for them and compatible with their welfare), as part of the iterative process depicted in Figure 1.

As discussed, iteration is an essential characteristic of the design process when developing animal-centered technology within ACI,
ensuring that the requirements of animal stakeholders are gradually uncovered and adequately met. In the process, the application of design principles is instrumental in ensuring that prototypes are sufficiently refined before animal research participants are exposed to them. Similarly, iteration should be an essential characteristic of the research design process for any research involving animals, to ensure that this is as animal-centered as possible. In this regard, the ACRf provides principles that could iteratively inform the refinement of research designs as far as possible before piloting them with animals.\(^{(35)}\)

As previously discussed by Mancini and Nannoni\(^{(4)}\), in some research scenarios it might be challenging or impossible to refine research procedures through the application of the ACRf, for example, in the case of regulatory tests that are known to cause severe harm to the animals being used but are nevertheless required by law (e.g., toxicological studies). However, in those difficult cases, scores obtained using the ACRf could at least be used as a benchmark, stimulating additional ethical reflection and promoting a continuous improvement in research design, with the ultimate aim to refine these by including also the perspective of the animals as primary stakeholders, rather than scientific instruments.

To illustrate how the proposed framework could be operationalized, the following sections describe a theoretical case-study involving the use of pigs in animal welfare research. The case-study is firstly discussed in relation to the three facets of the ethical review process (harm-benefit analysis, wider ethical issues and 3Rs). Then the case study is discussed through the lens of the ACRf, providing an example of how the integration of the framework could support a holistic and iterative ethical review process.

4 A case-study application: description and results

This section presents the case-study, a related ACRf-based assessment and resulting modifications to the research protocol. The main aspects of the case-study analysis are summarized in Table 3.

4.1 Case-study description

A group of researchers studying pigs’ response to stress are preparing a research protocol. They would like to assess whether high-welfare farming systems (late weaning, provision of additional space and rooting materials) can reduce the pigs’ stress response. The study is important for multiple reasons: promoting good welfare conditions on farms, possibly reducing stress response during transportation (which is one of the most stressful phases in farm animals’ lives) and limiting the negative effects of transportation—and the associated stress response—on meat quality. To this aim, their experimental protocol involves raising two experimental groups of pigs. The first group is housed in standard Commercial Conditions for farmed pigs (CC) and the other one is raised in a High Welfare system (HW), which is specifically created for this trial as it does not correspond to standard rearing practices adopted in commercial farms. The animals remain in the respective farming system for 3 months during which they are periodically weighed, and are then subjected to a stressful challenge in order to evaluate their physiological response. The challenge (exactly the same for both experimental groups) consists in mixing pigs with unfamiliar conspecifics coming from the same housing system, loading them on a truck and transporting them for approximately 2 h, using standard commercial practices and equipment. To avoid confounding factors, the personnel handling and transporting the pigs is the same for the two experimental groups. The animals are then unloaded and various physiological samples are taken. A blood sample is collected by jugular vein puncture for the analysis of blood stress parameters, a hair sample is collected by shaving the rump region to assess chronic stress levels using cortisol levels in bristles, and a skin biopsy is carried out to assess the possible presence of alterations in the peripheral immune response due to chronic stress. Lastly, a visual count of skin lesions is conducted and animals are monitored through video recording for 2 h to carry out behavioral observations.

The protocol falls under the Directive 2010/63/EU on the protection of animals used for scientific purposes\(^{(36)}\). The research protocol undergoes the ethical review process prescribed by the
TABLE 3 Analysis of a case study on a research protocol on pig welfare: application of the 3Rs principles and ACRf scoring system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment with the 3Rs Framework</th>
<th>Replace:</th>
<th>Reduce:</th>
<th>Refine:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unlikely if the aim is to gain knowledge on pig stress response.</td>
<td>The number of animals has been reduced to a minimum without compromising the statistical power.</td>
<td>Reasonable measures will be taken (personnel training, look for signs of distress, anesthetic cream). Do all the procedures need to be made (especially the biopsy)?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scoring using the ACR framework</th>
<th>Relevance</th>
<th>Impartiality</th>
<th>Welfare</th>
<th>Consent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moderate: Score 3</td>
<td>Moderate: Score 3</td>
<td>From moderate to high depending on the group: Score 3 to 4</td>
<td>Very low: Score 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ACRf total score—1st assessment**

- Carrying out periodical and individual health checks during the training sessions (see the "consent" column).
- Improving adherence to "real life" condition (use of transportation to slaughter as a stress challenge).
- Acknowledging the ethical issue given the protocol constraints.
- Using only one of the stressful procedures (i.e., only transportation and not mixing).
- Affording care provisions as needed following health checks.
- Training animals (with positive reinforcement) to voluntarily undergo blood sampling and health checks.

- High: score 4
- Moderate: score 3
- High: score 4
- Moderate: score 3

**ACRf total score—2nd assessment**

- 10–11/20—The protocol needs improvement
- 14/20—The protocol is satisfactory

Directive and the researchers submit the experimental protocol to the local AWERB for its perusal and authorization, as required by the Directive. Below we report a summary of the most relevant comments the researchers could provide in the ethical review application.

**Harm-benefit analysis.** The main benefit of this project would be to gain new knowledge on the relationship between animal welfare conditions and stress response. In the long term, this knowledge could potentially lead to improved animal welfare conditions on farms, should the results obtained prove a less intense stress response in the animals raised under HW conditions. The experimental farming conditions cause no significant harm to the animals, since they are raised either under standard or HW conditions. The more likely harm inflicted upon the animals would be the stress challenge (transportation under commercial conditions) and the blood and biopsy samples collection, whereas all the other manipulations (weighing, visual lesions assessment, hair sampling, video recording) would be unlikely to cause harm.

**Wider ethical issues.** The increased knowledge obtained through the trial would benefit the scientific community and help advance understanding of an important issue in animal welfare science (i.e., the effects of previous welfare on stress response). This would be all the more important considering that, according to the research team, there is a lack of previous studies on these issues. Importantly, the involvement of animals in this kind of research is essential, since the very object of the investigation is the animals’ responses to different environmental and management conditions, and how these impact their welfare.

**Three Rs implementation.** Replacement cannot take place in this kind of studies since the aim is precisely to assess a species’ response to a predetermined set of events (farming conditions, transportation, etc.). However, the application of the Reduction principle has led researchers to lower the number of animals to be used, thanks to pre-existing research on the assessment of physiological parameters in stressed pigs. In particular, researchers decided that only a subsample (50%) of the experimental subjects will undergo blood drawing and skin biopsy. Lastly, with respect to Refinement, researchers have planned carefully their sample collection procedures, foreseeing that they will be carried out by trained and experienced personnel, and they will be stopped immediately if any pig shows signs of distress. In addition, the biopsy will be carried out after the application of an anesthetic cream.

Based on the application submitted by the research group, the AWERB deems the harm-benefit analysis to be adequate, the wider ethical considerations to be a bit succinct and the application of the three Rs to be fit for purpose. However, the Review Body expresses a concern related to the biopsies, deeming their need to be not adequately substantiated by the literature provided by the researchers. In a rebuttal letter, the researchers agree to remove the procedure since it would provide complementary information but would not be essential for the purposes of the trial. They take this decision also considering the invasiveness of the procedure and the limited amount of literature on its application to stress challenge studies. The revised ethical protocol is approved by the AWERB.

**4.2 Assessment according to the animal centered research framework**

The research protocol scores a 3 in terms of relevance: while half of the partakers benefit from an improvement in their living
conditions, part of the animals undergoes blood sampling and all of them are subjected to loading, transportation and unloading which does not bring any benefit. In addition, the research does not directly aim to be beneficial for the species but to increase the knowledge on physiological responses. The score for impartiality is also 3: while on farm, animals receive either an adequate standard of care for farmed animals or an improved one, but they are unlikely to be able to fully express themselves at all times. The overall score for welfare is 3 or 4 depending on the experimental group (C or HW, respectively), based on the balance between farming conditions and the need to undergo transportation and sampling. Lastly, the protocol scores very low (1) on consent because animals are never allowed to choose whether to take part or not in the research protocol and would probably dissent to some procedures (blood sampling, transportation). The overall score under the ACRf is of 10–11 points out of 20.

Due to the low score obtained, according to the ACRf researchers should be encouraged to improve the ethical value of the research protocol by additional means, for example:

- As concerns consent, the most challenging principle, researchers could implement strategies to provide pigs with a certain degree of control and capability to express consent to the blood sampling procedure: a training and reinforcement schedule could improve animals’ willingness to undergo the sampling procedure even though a certain degree of restraint would still be necessary.
- With respect to welfare, it should be discussed whether the stressful conditions (mixing and transportation) need to both be carried out or whether only one of them would be sufficient. As an alternative, a stressful event that would occur anyway could be standardized and used (e.g., transportation to slaughter, if pigs are raised on conventional farms – however, it is open to discussion, whether the training procedure carried out on farm would be able to reduce the animal’s stress during blood sampling at the slaughter plant).
- The relevance of the protocol, in this case, is intertwined with the welfare level of the animals. On the one hand, animals involved in the procedure are unlikely to directly benefit from taking part in the research protocol. However, standardizing and using as a stressful challenge an event that would happen anyway in the life of the animals as described above would improve the relevance of the protocol for the species since it would make its setting more similar to “real-life” conditions, therefore making its results (better understanding of the stress response and of how they are affected by different farming systems) potentially more applicable for the population of farmed pigs. In addition, relevance to the animals taking part in the experiment could improve if the training sessions to habituate animals to blood sampling (possibly associated with positive reinforcement) were used also as an opportunity to check the animals’ health and welfare state and identify possible problems and any appropriate interventions (e.g., medical treatment, exclusion from the study). This approach would therefore improve compliance with three of the four ethical principles.
- In terms of impartiality, this example does not describe in detail the standard of care of the animals. However, given the specific experimental parameters (housing under “standard” commercial conditions vs. housing under “high-welfare” conditions), we may assume that their treatment, while being respectful of legal requirements for the protection of pigs (i.e., adequate in terms of welfare), would be unlikely to afford them equal freedom of expression and equal provisions for the physical, behavioral and emotional needs of both groups. In other words, by experimental requirement, these animals are not expected to receive equal consideration, let alone receiving the same consideration that research subjects afforded greater protection (e.g., primates, humans) would receive. Thus, in this case study, not much could be done to refine the experimental procedure and increase compliance with the impartiality principle, apart from acknowledging that this is one of the most challenging aspects for this protocol and encouraging researchers to explore the possibility of taking and entirely different approach to address similar research questions in future.

4.3 Modified protocol after the ACRf assessment

Overall, as mentioned above, we have proposed that, when using the ACRf, researchers should aim for a score of at least 14. In this case the Researchers, based on the analysis presented above, decide to modify their research protocol in four ways:

1. using only transportation as a stressful factor and avoid mixing;
2. instead of transporting animals only for the purposes of the trial, transporting animals one time only at the end of their production cycle and carrying out the sampling and the behavioral observations at the slaughter site;
3. confirming the exclusion of the skin biopsy, as suggested by the AWERB, since the procedure would not be relevant for the animals involved in the research (and the main aim of the experiment would likely be reached also without this additional procedure);
4. training the animals to collaborate during blood sampling using positive reinforcements, in order to reduce stress during blood collection and providing health checks and care as needed at the same time.

These four modifications substantially increase the scoring of the protocol against the welfare principle (fewer procedures, no mixing). The protocol can now be scored 4 against welfare. Relevance is also slightly increased due to the overall conditions (transport to slaughter only), which is more consistent with the common conditions commercial pigs would experience during their life. Compliance with relevance is also increased by the provision of health checks and care during blood sampling. However, even provided that neither group of pigs suffers any additional harms due to the experimental procedures, only one half of the animals (the HW group) will experience direct benefits from the protocol, so the score against this principle cannot go above 4. Scoring against consent is improved by training the animals for blood drawing, thus reaching a score of 3. The score for impartiality remains 3. The ACRf assessment of the protocol now yields a final score of 14.

While barely reaching the threshold value of 14, the application of the ACRf has informed a significant improvement of the research
protocol’s score, by encouraging the researchers to reconsider their experimental design based not only on welfare requirements, but also on wider ethical aspects, therefore resulting in a more favorable harm-benefit analysis: stressful procedures would be reduced and the overall study design would limit the number of procedures to be carried out and mimic in most cases common farming and transportation conditions, making the results of the trial potentially more applicable to real-life conditions. While considering the wider ethical issues, the protocol revised according to the four ACRf principles would provide a more considerate use of animals, addressing (or at least acknowledging) key ethical issues arising from the specific research protocol, also taking into account otherwise poorly considered aspects such as relevance and consent.

5 Discussion

The above case-study advances the previous work of Mancini and Nannoni (4) by contextualizing the application of the ACRf within the broader picture of the ethical review process and by illustrating the operationalization of the ACRf through the theoretical application of its four principles to the ethical review of a study of pigs’ response to stress.

As is often the case in interaction design, the case-study we described here presented several constraints (i.e., fixed conditions that could not be changed). For example, since pigs were intended for food production, there would be no alternative to slaughtering them at the end of their commercial life. Nevertheless, this case study highlights how, even within a commercial setting, it would be possible to reconsider research protocols and make the experimental trials, not only less damaging for the animals themselves (consistent with the 3Rs approach and the harm-benefit analysis), but also more sustainable from an ethical standpoint. In our case study, this was achieved by envisaging that the animals could be allowed to express their agency by participating in positive reinforcement training, which would give them the opportunity to consent to blood sampling procedures, albeit within significant experimental constraints. Greater ethical sustainability was also achieved by associating health checks and care measures as appropriate to the blood sampling procedures, thus increasing the relevance of said procedures for the animals involved, in addition to providing for better welfare.

The case study also illustrates how the inability of a research protocol to achieve maximum score against one or more principles may intrinsically depend on necessary experimental conditions. For instance, the criterion of impartiality could not be met, not only because overall the animals’ treatment was not equitable (even considering species-specific needs) to the treatment that human research participants would receive (e.g., by being allowed to withdraw); more fundamentally, the study required that the two groups of pigs be kept under different housing conditions, which would have been more favorable for one of the groups, resulting in inherent partiality within the study. The issue of “partiality within studies,” which is likely to arise with any studies that require comparison between an experimental and a control condition, could be addressed by adopting a definition of relative impartiality: impartiality could be achieved, not necessarily only when different groups of participants in a study are treated equally, but also when they are treated justly, that is, when their needs are met to a minimum threshold of adequate fulfillment above which inequalities in their treatment are not unjust (37, 38). Such a notion could provide greater flexibility in the application of the principle, while maintaining its value and without affecting the value and application of the other principles.

For the sake of argument, in our case study we established that a total score of at least 14/20 against the four principles of the ACRf should be achieved by the envisaged procedure before it could be deemed ethically permissible. Of course, we acknowledge that this threshold is arbitrary and suggest that it could be set depending on the framework’s application context. For example, different AWERBs might set different thresholds for different kinds of research, depending on how important the proposed research is deemed. This would not equate to lowering the standard of animal-centeredness envisaged by the framework: a procedure scoring 20/20 would still be animal-centered whereas a procedure scoring 12/20 would only be half-way there. However, setting a threshold for different kinds of procedure, could give ethical review bodies a criterion to authorize a procedure or prohibit it and ask through another refinement cycle. This would acknowledge that, for some procedures, achieving a 20/20 score would simply be impossible but would also be a way of ensuring that at least the set score for that type of procedure is achieved before the procedure can be authorized. In this regard, the ACRf provides a means to assess the “distance” of a research protocol from animal-centeredness, thus highlighting any limitations against the four principles, while affording flexibility to those who would need to apply the framework to assess research designs consistently and transparently.

As illustrated by our case study, we propose that the issues arising from the application of the ACRf during the ethical review of a research procedure could feed into a systematic harm-benefit analysis as well as encourage consideration of wider ethical aspects concerning the involvement of animals in research. In other words, we suggest that the integration of the ACRf into the ethical review process has the potential to provide a holistic approach to the ethical assessment of research designs. Its basic constituents (the four principles) and scoring system provide a simple and easy-to-apply method to assess specific aspects of a research design, at the same time stimulating reflection on wider ethical aspects. Its use within an iterative ethical review process of progressive refinement would mean that the ethical assessment of a research design could take the form of ongoing, dialogic engagement between researchers and ethical review bodies, rather than a one-shot attempt to obtain ethical approval before the beginning of research trials. While we realize that not all kind of research might be comprehensively assessed using the ACRf, we propose that future work in collaboration with different ethical review bodies could investigate the challenges that might arise from the application of the ACRf to the ethical review process of a wide range of research proposals.

An obvious limitation of the present work is that the operationalization of the ACRf was based on a theoretical, albeit realistic, case-study, which means that its application did not necessarily account for complexities and difficulties that researchers and review bodies might have to deal with in real cases. However, here our aim was to show how the ACRf might fit
within, and be used as a supporting tool for the ethical review process that all proposed animal research needs to undergo, and how its application might result in changes to the design of research procedures as well as foster broader considerations. The next step in the development of the proposed approach will be to invite researchers and ethical review bodies to apply the ACRf to real projects, respectively when they prepare research designs and when they assess research proposals, to do which they will benefit from being able to refer to a case study that illustrates the ACRf’s integration within the broader ethical review process. In this regard, this paper represents the link, and provides the necessary transition, between our previous work and the work that we expect to do next as a part of a journey toward developing a solid, validated and viable approach which advances an animal-centered perspective to increase the ethical and scientific value of research involving animals.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have illustrated how the ACRf, with its constituent ethical principles (relevance, impartiality, welfare and consent) and scoring system could be operationalized within the broader context of an iterative ethical review process. As a method, the ACRf is not intended to interfere with researchers’ autonomy and scientific approach, but rather as a mean to support a holistic approach to ethical review by eliciting reflection on how to improve research designs and experimental protocols, thus helping researchers transition toward a more animal-centered research ethics. We propose that integration of the framework within the ethical review process could help researchers and ethical review bodies to discriminate—from an animal-centered perspective—research procedures that would be unethical, those for which animal-centered refinements would be warranted and achievable (as in the described case-study), and those which should definitely be carried out because they would be relevant and beneficial to the animals involved. We acknowledge that some cases (e.g., regulatory studies) present ethical issues that cannot be solved by the application if the ACRf, but the framework could still be applied as a method to improve the ethics—and science—of animal research and, compared to current ethical review processes, to highlight the animals’ perspective and the urgency to transition to alternative methods not involving animals when their involvement does not benefit them.
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